SUPPLY LIST:
DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHY – 2024 – JULY 22 TO AUGUST 2

- Camera. Your camera can be one of the following:
  - Camera phone
  - Digital SLR
  - Point and shoot camera
- SD card of 64g or more, like this one: [https://www.amazon.com/SanDisk-Extreme-UHS-I-Memory-SDSDXXU-064G-GN4IN/dp/B09X7C7NCZ/](https://www.amazon.com/SanDisk-Extreme-UHS-I-Memory-SDSDXXU-064G-GN4IN/dp/B09X7C7NCZ/)
- SD card reader with either a USB, USB-A, or lighting connector
- Flash drive or external hard drive, 64g or more
- Watercolor paper
- Glue sticks
- Scissors